Run no: 2297 Wynnum (approx 35 runners)
Hares: Anchovies & Scruffy
The night had a cool edge to it and the pack was ready to go. The Hares stated that it was the run of the year
and that the runners & walkers would cross paths. This was total bullshit as they only saw each other at the
beginning & then not again until the circle. The pack was never kept together & the trail was drawn out that
far between Brisbane & Sydney. There is not much to say about the run as the Housewives of Hash did not
complete the whole run.
However, there is much to be said about the Circle. Vasso sat on ice because of the assistance he gave to
replacing his daughter’s fence as he only showed up to supply First Aid (if needed). He then proceeded to sit
on the sideline while others provided the manual labour. So then Luftwaffe asked him if he got one from his
ex-wife for old time sake, the reply was to put Luftwaffe on the ice.
Tinkerbell asked Little Arseplay if he spent more time in the Supreme Court, Magistrate Court or the Food
Court. The reply was to put Tinkerbell on the Ice, as the Monk had now valid come back.
Then it was Grewsome’s turn as Shit of the Week to be iced because he told VD that he hadn’t updated the
Run Calendar and that was why he was late to the previous week’s run. Grewsome was informed that the
run’s are actually dated so there is no confusion to be had.
A note to all Hashman: Luftwaffe is taking applications for his next place of residence (another Hashman’s
House). Please forward all applications by Snail Mail as Luftwaffe does not know how to access Emails.
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